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### Degree Core (36 units)

- IS503 Practice of Mission
- ME506 Comm the Gospel Cross-Culturally
- Cross-Cultural Leadership Course
- CH504 Modern Church: Global Hist. Context

### Integrative – 12 units

- PI503 Touchstone: Theology and Psychology
- IS501 The Practice of Worship and Prayer
- IS502 Practices of Christian Community

### Contextualizing – 8 units

Chosen from:
- Any C1, C2, C3, C4, or C5 courses (SIS)
- PC814: Clinical Interventions: Diversity
- PC808: Clinical Interventions: Cultural and Community Psychology

### Theology Requirements (24 units)

- BI500 Interpretive Practices
- OT500 Old Testament Introduction
- NT500 New Testament Introduction
- BI501 The Bible, Hermeneutics, and Christian Mission

**Church History and Theology: Must take at least one theology**

- TH1: God and Christ - HT500 (history) or HT501 (theology)
- TH2: Church, Humanity, and the Christian Life - HT502 (history) or HT503 (theology)

### SOP Integration (20 units)

- PI800 Introduction to Integration
- PI806A/B Advanced Integration

**12 units of Integration coursework chosen from:**

- 800-level coursework with PI (including Clinical Integration Colloquium) or FI prefix.
- MM558: Self Care in Mission
- PC808: Clinical Interventions: Cultural and Community Psychology

**Note:** for students not taking PC814 and PC808, 24 units must be taken in the School of Intercultural Studies (including IS503 and BI501) Fall 2015